EBO-CSI PROGRAMS 2020-2021 (Programs subject to change)

11/29/2020
CSI - East Bay - Oakland Chapter...[Building Knowledge in the Construction Industry]

LOCATION: SCOTT'S – JACK LONDON SQUARE - #2 Broadway (UON) free “B” shuttle from 12th Street BART... Amtrak across street...

Networking & Product Tables (5:45 pm) - Dinner (6:30 pm) – Program (7:15 pm)
Contact: wholmen@aol.com 925-283-0866

7-9 OCTOBER CONSTRUCT – CSI NAT'L. CONVENTION [VIRTUAL]

16 SEP 2020 “OVERVIEW OF ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS”
Aleeta Dene, PE, APA VIRTUAL DUE TO COVID 34

20 OCT 2020 5:30 pm VIRTUAL TOUR: SFMOMA David Brenner 37

19/20 NOV 2020 SYMPOSIUM - “FINISH FAILURES” with AIAEB – 29
10 am Thursday & Friday [2 days online] - (4 HSW LU)

15 DEC 2020 NO MEETING [SEE SF/SCV PARTY 9 DEC]

19 JAN 2021 “PREFABRICATED METAL CONSTRUCTION” TBD
Erin Hamilton, AIA – Prescient Corp, and Greg Wagner – KPFF Structural; moderated by Daniel Mason, AIA 6 to 8 pm [virtual]

16 FEB 2021 “VILLAGES OF WEST AFRICA” – Steven & Cathi House with Book Signing TBD

16 MAR 2021 “CONSTRUCTION JOINTS SEALANTS” TBD
Patrick Raney, CSI

TBD ?? 30th ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT –CORICA PARK ALAMEDA - noon [FRIDAY] including LUNCH, prizes

20 APR 2021 JOINT MEETING w/ WESCON [JERRY VEILUVA, HOST]
“MID-RISE to HIGH-RISE TIMBER CONSTRUCTION JANELLE LEAFBLAD, Alese Ashuckian, Lisa Podesto TBD
23 APR 2021   FRIDAY SYMPOSIUM -“WINDOWS, DOORS, HARDWARE” [DIV. 8] FAILURES AND SOLUTIONS with AIAEB
8 am to 2 pm  - Product displays (4 HSW LU)    TBD

18 MAY 2021  5:30 TOUR: ST PAUL COMMONS or VIAMONTE SR CTR

15 JUN 2021  ANNUAL MEETING - AWARDS & PRODUCT SHOW

JULY & AUGUST BOARD MEETINGS ONLY